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Innovative companies are being

targeted

Many subsectors are fragmented

High multiples are being paid

Listed players are valued at 3.1x

Revenue2021 and 16.7x EBITDA2021

Key Insights



A selection of our recent Food & Ingredients deals
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sold to

Coffee and chocolate milk 

ingredients

Bakery & ingredients

was sold to

backed by

Gluten-free food & 

ingredients distributor

acquired the distribution 

of the brands from

Private label coffee & 

ingredients

sold a stake to

Baked Goods & Pastries 

ingredients 

sold to 

Animal feed flavours

to (and investment by)

Sale of

Pet food and equine nutrition

sold

through a MBO 

supported by

Natural sensory feed 

additives

through a MBO sponsored 

by

sold its stake in

Circular fatty acids

raising €11m funding by 

lead investor

and existing investors 

Shift Invest, Horizon 3 and PDENH 

Ingredients / Flavours

sold to

Natural ingredients for food 

supplements

sold to

Natural ingredients for food 

supplements

sold a stake to
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Jonathan Arrowsmith

Jürgen Schwarz

Markus Decker

Jan Willem Jonkman

Michel Degryck
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The information contained in this report is selective and speaks as of the date hereof. The delivery of this report shall not, under

any circumstances create any implication that there has been no change in the industry since the date hereof. It does not purport

to contain all the information that recipients may require. No obligation is accepted to provide recipients with access to any

additional information, to correct any inaccuracies which may become apparent or to update any of the information contained

herein. Capitalmind makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, as to the accuracy, reasonableness or completeness

of the information contained in this report. We expressly disclaim any and all liability for, or based on or relating to any such

information contained in, or errors in or omission from this report or based on or relating to the recipients’ use of the report.
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